What is the profile of an IB Diploma student?

- A student who wants to study a **broad range of subjects** in rigorous courses.

- A student who likes going into **more depth** on any subject. The two year courses do not cover twice as much work compared to other advanced courses, but allow for more depth, projects, and reflection.

- A student who is prepared to make the **commitment to IB courses over a two year** time period.

- A student who is interested in broadening their skills, experiences, and **building their college or career resume** through increased **service, creativity**, and other **activities**. The IB Diploma emphasizes learning outside of the classroom. It is learning applied in the real world.

- A student who wants to learn about **other cultures**, develop **cultural competence** (understanding of cultures other than their own), and learn in a possibly more **diverse culture** than some other schools provide.

- The student who wants **a lot of college credit** for in-state schools, better chances at a diverse group of **scholarships**, or even a higher likelihood of **admittance to schools of the Ivy League caliber**.

Is it you? It might be.